Parents Code of Conduct

PARENTS CODE OF CONDUCT
There is a need for patience while a child develops his or her own sense of direction and purpose, and the body develops its own
strengths and capabilities. Children develop at different rates; different players react differently to the same circumstances.
REMEMBER:
•
Children are more responsive to positive examples than to criticism. Athletic participation should be a positive experience for
your child and others associated with the game.
•
Children should not be forced to participate in soccer; they are not playing to satisfy your ambitions. Children should play for
their own enjoyment.
•
Learn the game along with your child. This will reaffirm your support for your child's efforts and at the same time, give you a
much better appreciation for the game.
•
Teach your child that the opponents are a necessary friend. In many cases they may even be neighbors or classmates. They
will meet again in other situations. Without them there would be no game.
•
Applaud good play by both teams; yours and the opponents. Never ridicule or shout at your child for making a mistake in the
game or for losing. Players can learn from their mistakes. Mistakes should be corrected by the coach, and then only after repeated
occurrences of the same problem. Overreacting makes the player tentative, spoils the fun.
•
Respect and appreciate the efforts of your child's coach. They are volunteers, and the time they spend coaching is valuable
community service and often is time taken away from their regular occupation. For this they get no reward other than the personal
satisfaction of having served the community, helping a player develop, and our appreciation.
•
Restrict the sideline comments during a game to general encouragement. Never shout at a player during a game. Children
are conditioned to respond to loud noises by stopping and looking at the person shouting. When you shout it distracts the player's
efforts. Games should be your opportunity to watch your child play and observe what they have learned about soccer. Leave the
coaching to the Coach.
•
NEVER CRITICIZE OR RIDICULE THE REFEREE OR OTHER OFFICIALS. This inappropriate behavior devalues the game
and your child's effort. Respect the Official's decisions and encourage your child to do the same. Always play by the rules. The
Officials are often your people who are also enjoying a soccer experience. They are not professionals and they make mistakes. If it
is necessary for the Officials to warn the sidelines as a result of your dissent or shouting, your coach will be "sent off" since he or
she is responsible for the team's spectators. You may be asked to leave the field. With a "send off" goes an ejection from that game
and an automatic 3 to 5 game suspension of your child's coach. If you want to raise a good sport, you must set an example by being
one yourself. If you cannot be an exemplary spectator, consider not attending the game.
The idea is to create an environment where every player can take pride from having participated. The joy comes not just from
winning, but also in improvement and athletic participation. The pursuit of victory is fun. It is up to all of us to see competition that
way.

